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Beginnings 

April 17, 2016 

By Pastor John Wells 

Acts 17:1-9 The Uproar in Thessalonica 
 17:1After Paul and Silas had passed through Amphipolis and Apollonia, they 
came to Thessalonica, where there was a synagogue of the Jews. 2And Paul 
went in, as was his custom, and on three sabbath days argued with them 
from the scriptures, 3explaining and proving that it was necessary for the 
Messiah to suffer and to rise from the dead, and saying, “This is the Messiah, 
Jesus whom I am proclaiming to you.” 4Some of them were persuaded and 
joined Paul and Silas, as did a great many of the devout Greeks and not a few 
of the leading women. 5But the Jews became jealous, and with the help of 
some ruffians in the marketplaces they formed a mob and set the city in an 
uproar. While they were searching for Paul and Silas to bring them out to the 
assembly, they attacked Jason’s house. 6When they could not find them, they 
dragged Jason and some believers before the city authorities, shouting, 
“These people who have been turning the world upside down have come here 
also, 7and Jason has entertained them as guests. They are all acting contrary 
to the decrees of the emperor, saying that there is another king named 
Jesus.” 8The people and the city officials were disturbed when they heard 
this, 9 and after they had taken bail from Jason and the others, they let them 
go. 
 

1 Thessalonians 1:1-10 
 1:1Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy, to the church of the Thessalonians in God 
the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ: Grace to you and peace. 
 

 2We always give thanks to God for all of you and mention you in our 
prayers, constantly 3remembering before our God and Father your work of 
faith and labor of love and steadfastness of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ. 
4For we know, brothers and sisters beloved by God, that he has chosen you, 
5because our message of the gospel came to you not in word only, but also in 
power and in the Holy Spirit and with full conviction; just as you know 
what kind of persons we proved to be among you for your sake. 6And you 
became imitators of us and of the Lord, for in spite of persecution you 
received the word with joy inspired by the Holy Spirit, 7so that you became 
an example to all the believers in Macedonia and in Achaia. 8For the word of 
the Lord has sounded forth from you not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but 
in every place your faith in God has become known, so that we have no need 
to speak about it. 9For the people of those regions report about us what kind 
of welcome we had among you, and how you turned to God from idols, to 
serve a living and true God, 10and to wait for his Son from heaven, whom 
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he raised from the dead—Jesus, who rescues us from the wrath that is 
coming. 
 
  I’m assuming by now you’ve noticed that I am fond of using football and 

baseball as comparisons for what we do as followers of Jesus. This is because 

the church has always been meant to be a TEAM activity and as members of 

a team all of us have duties to perform and responsibilities to care for. 

  I am also assuming that you have heard that the Christian movement 

in this country has been experiencing some fairly drastic declines over the 

last 40 years.  

  Over the past decade the number of people in the United States who 

identify themselves as Christian has declined at a rate of 1% a year. 

  Twenty years ago CUMC had close to 1200 members with about 30% of 

those people attending on any given Sunday. One of the unintended 

consequences of being “successful” is that it gives us all the false sense that 

there will always be someone else who can do the hard work. We get used to 

thinking there’s a staff person or a committee that will pick up the ball even 

if I/we are not willing to do it ourselves. We can walk away from our 

responsibilities without feeling guilty at all. 

  However, the same kind of decline that has been happening nationally 

has happened here as well. Our membership over the past 20 years is down 

by about 38%. The positive is that our attendance is now at 32% of our 

membership but no matter how you look at it the total numbers are down. 

We are on a gentle slide into oblivion AND this is not a trend we want to 

continue. WE NEED TO BEGIN TO MAKE NEW DISCIPLES OF JESUS 

CHRIST.  

  The general problem that we face as north American Christians is that 

too many of us have decided that CHRISTIANITY IS A SPECTATOR SPORT 

in which our only responsibility is to have our name on the roll and to drop a 
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few bucks in the offering plate. We tend to value the moral framework that 

our faith provides but we haven’t been willing to incorporate into our daily 

lives the amazing power of our risen savior. 

  What WE have been called to do is to communicate to the world the 

possibility of a life changing, heart mending, soul satisfying relationship with 

the living God that transforms the very nature of our lives AND then through 

us begins to transform the world. THIS work of reaching out and inviting 

people into a life changing relationship with Jesus IS NOT SOMEONE 

ELSE’S JOB; this is your job. 

  We are not simply a congregation. We are meant to be more than a 

gathering of people. We are meant to be a MOVEMENT of passionate 

believers.  

  In the New Testament we find a number of powerful images for who we 

are meant to be. These are pictures of what we should be striving to become. 

The most common (and least challenging for us) is the picture of us as 

FAMILY. The Apostle Peter said, 

As servants (and the word actually means ‘slaves’) of God, live as free 
people, yet do not use your freedom as a pretext for evil.  

17Honor everyone. Love the family of believers. Fear God.  
Honor the emperor. 1 Peter 2:16-17 

  “Love the family of believers.”  

  Look around this room. Every face you see is someone that you are 

supposed to love as much as you love yourself. Every person in this place 

should be someone you are willing to make sacrifices for because we belong to 

each other; we bear the same name. Everything that I do reflects on you and 

everything that you do reflects on me. We share a common identity. We share 

a common purpose BUT our relationship is meant to be even deeper than 

that. 
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  Jesus said that our connection to him should be like a vine and its 

branches. He said this in the Gospel of John, 

I am the vine, you are the branches. Those who abide in me and I in 
them bear much fruit, because apart from me you can do nothing. 

John 15:5 

  “Apart from me you can do nothing.” 

  Jesus was saying that we are supposed to be more than family; more 

than just people who share a common lineage. We are meant to be 

“organically” connected to each other. The life and power that Jesus provides 

should flow from him into our lives. We should understand that our life 

comes from Jesus and that same life flows through each of us. We are one 

small part of a greater whole. 

  Anyone who has done basic gardening knows that the longer the 

branches are connected to the “vine” the more those branches come to 

resemble the vine. This should be happening in our lives. We should expect 

that every day we are becoming more like Jesus BUT AGAIN it doesn’t stop 

there. 

  The Apostle Paul used what may be the most “organic” image of all for 

our relationship with each other and our relationship to God. He said that 

Jesus is the HEAD AND we are the BODY. This is the image that he was 

using in his letter to the people in Corinth. 

For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the 
members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 

For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one body ….  
1 Corinthians 12:12-13 

  When one celebrates, we all celebrate. When one suffers, we all suffer. 

When one part of the body fails to function, then the whole body gets sick.  

  Come to the Church office and ask Deb Cornell for a printout of the 

names of all of the people who are part of this ministry and then go through 

that list and ask yourself these questions. 
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 •Do I know this person? BECAUSE I SHOULD and if I don’t, what 
will I do to get better acquainted? 
•Do I love this person? AND if I do HOW IS THAT LOVE 
EXPRESSED? What is different about my life because I love this person 
as much as I love myself? 
•Can this person depend on me to help them BE A BETTER 
FOLLOWER OF Jesus? What do I need to be doing to help this  
family, this vine, this body be healthy? 

  We tend to be people who value our independence BUT we are supposed 

to be people who value our interdependence; our connection to these people 

and to the savior who has called us all together. WE HAVE A LOT OF WORK 

TO DO. 

  Against this backdrop we can now talk about HOW we are supposed to 

function as Jesus’ team. 

  In Paul’s letter to the Thessalonians, we get some general goals for our 

lives. 

  …our message of the gospel came to you not in word only, but also  
in power and in the Holy Spirit and with full conviction;  

1 Thessalonians 1:5 

•We are people who are supposed to live in the power of God and be  
known by the people around us as people of CONVICTION. 

  And you became imitators of us and of the Lord, … 
 7so that you became an example to all the believers”  

1 Thessalonians 1:6-7 

•We are meant to be people whose lives shine like a light in the 
darkness. Everything we do and say should point to Jesus. Everything  
about us should be an example to our fellow believers. 

  …the people…report …how you turned to God from idols,  
to serve a living and true God,  

1 Thessalonians 1:9 

•The people around us should begin to notice that we have turned from 
worshipping the things in our lives and have begun to serve the true 
God. 
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  These are all the Christian equivalent of putting on the uniform and 

taking the field. Every one of us needs to put on the uniform and be ready to 

play. 

  Then we can talk about the specific ROLES WE ARE BEING CALLED 

TO PLAY ON THIS TEAM OF MODERN DAY followers of Jesus. There are 

a couple of those specific tasks highlighted in our reading from the book of 

Acts. 

  There has always been a need for people like the Apostle PAUL who 

was willing to sit down with the “scholars” and have a conversation about the 

theology of what we believe.  

  This was Paul’s basic approach. He would enter a community and go to 

the Jewish synagogue first and talk with the rabbis about how Jesus (the 

suffering servant) fit into the story of God’s work in the world. Paul was 

called to be a teacher of teachers and an apologist for the faith.  

  The word apologist comes from the Greek word “apologia” (ἀπολογία), 

which means, "speaking in defense." God calls out of the congregation people 

who carry the responsibility of defending the faith. Now my assumption is 

that there aren’t many of you who are feeling called to be a defender of the 

faith right now BUT this may be something that you think would be 

interesting and challenging and meaningful. GOD MAY BE CALLING YOU 

to this important work AND you can begin your journey into that particular 

ministry today AND I would be willing to help you get started. So let’s talk. 

  In this same passage, we are introduced to a man name Jason who was 

an early Jewish convert to Christianity. In this text we see him serving the 

church in Thessalonica and his Savior by practicing hospitality and providing 

support for Paul while he was in there talking about the risen Jesus. This is 

the kind of ministry that most of us are qualified to provide. It doesn’t require 

any special training and you don’t need a huge background in the faith. All 
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you really need is a heart that cares about Jesus and a willingness to open 

you home to strangers. It’s like running a bed and breakfast for Jesus. 

  There used to be more of a call for this kind of ministry than there is 

today BUT it still happens from time to time. So if you might be interested IN 

BEING A spiritual BED AND BREAKFAST, you should send you name in to 

the CHURCH office and we will keep it on file. 

  However, the reality is that most of the opportunities to provide what 

we are calling “radical hospitality” happen in and around other events in the 

life of the church. For example, a week ago we had an MDO sponsored event 

called “Donuts with Dads” and we could have used a dozen more people who 

would have acted as greeters and played the role of host to these young 

fathers and their children. This was a chance to show people a different side 

of the organized Church AND this is important work for us to do. 

  Another place that we need people to practice hospitality is on Sunday 

mornings. Every week we need people who understand that their ministry is 

to look for and welcome new faces in the congregation. We need caring people 

who will help to make strangers into friends and all it requires is a 

willingness to serve Jesus. This is something all of us can do and all of us 

should do and you don’t even need to sign up; just live out of your love. I 

believe the Apostle Paul summed it up fairly well for us in his letter to the 

churches in Rome. Read this as if it’s being written to you. 

 9Let love be genuine; hate what is evil, hold fast to what is good; 10love 
one another with mutual affection; outdo one another in showing 

honor. 11Do not lag in zeal, be ardent in spirit, serve the Lord. 
12Rejoice in hope, be patient in suffering, persevere in prayer. 

13Contribute to the needs of the saints; extend hospitality to strangers.  
Romans 12:9-13 

  It’s simply a matter of living out our relationship to God. If we have 

been loved we express that love to the people around us. If we have 

experienced hope we talk about our hope. If we are seeing ourselves becoming 
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new people because of our relationship to Jesus then we talk to the people 

around us about what it’s like to be on this journey. 

  When I played baseball, I was always stuck at first base. I didn’t mind 

being a first baseman but I really wanted to be a catcher. The problem was 

that I was left-handed and nobody made left-handed catchers mitts. They 

told me that it had something to do with being able to throw the ball to third 

base but I was never really convinced. However, I understood that (given my 

skills and the nature of the game) I had been given a role to play and I was 

determined to play that role to the best of my ability. YOU WOULDN’T 

WANT TO PLAY THE GAME WITHOUT A FIRST BASEMAN.  

  As followers of Jesus; as members of the family, branches on the vine 

and parts of the body, we all have been given a role to play and we (that 

means you) need to find out what that role is and fill it. IT’S NOT 

SOMEBODY ELSE’S JOB; it belongs to you. We need you to play on the 

team. 

  I think I’ve given you enough to do for now. Let’s get started. 


